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Engaging Citizens in Parliament 
 



• Governance is  
– a dialog of government with citizens  
– of service providers and clients 
– of employers and employees 

 
• Democratic Governance is  

– Engagement 
– Communication 
– important to manage knowledge to 

make public services act 
knowledgeably 

– And for citizens to know when and  
with whom to engage 

 
  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governance – it is not enough to have information, but need to have the knowledge to know how to use it or what to do with it and a context to know whether what you are doing makes sense and achieves the goals that have been set.“The success and viability of any society depend upon how well its public services are provided.Quality  and  effectiveness  of  PA  services  are  influenced  by  many  factors.  Organizationalstructures,  responsibilities,  capacities,  information,  civil  servant  personal  expertise,  andotherwise available IC are factors that affect the performance desired from the enterprise. Amongthese, IC assets are primary enablers as indicated in Figure 1. They are the basic resources thatgovern  nature  and  directions  of  actions.  Without  adequate  ICs,  even  when  given  the  bestinformation, actions will be based on ignorance – lack of understanding – and will be arbitraryand ineffective. Consequently, it is of importance to manage knowledge to make public servicesact knowledgeably. However, IC alone is not sufficient. Other primary factors are indicated inFigure 5 with examples of the active KM activities they support to deliver the desired resultingeffects.” http://www.krii.com/downloads/km_in_public_admin_rev.pdfARE YOU LISTENING????



The government has a 
responsibility  
to collect, 
to maintain,  
and  
to disseminate  
information to the public.  

 
 

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION:  
Access to government information is a public right  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citizens can be engaged only if they are informed, and it is the governing institutions´ responsibility to provide information to the public.These governing institutions, including parliament and maybe especially parliament are the gateway for an informed democratic society



KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 

• SERVICE 
• INNOVATION 
• ACTIVISM 
• PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND 

FREEDOMS 
• ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS FOR 

INFORMED CITIZENS 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge is power – but power for what?I argue that it can be for many diffferent purposes, and from different perspectives of the Knowledge is power equationSERVICEINNOVATIONACTIVISMPRESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMSACCESS TO COLLECTIONS FOR INFORMED CITIZENSn



Libraries and Librarian Engagement 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So where do Librarians fit in the equation?



FOUR COUNTRY EXAMPLES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will address this based on my experience working with parliaments and libraries in four countriesUkraine  http://i.infoplease.com/images/mukraine.gifArmenia  http://i.infoplease.com/images/marmenia.gifPakistan http://i.infoplease.com/images/mpakist.gifBangladesh http://i.infoplease.com/images/mbanglad.gif



Ukrainian  Parliament’s Library Partners 

http://lib.rada.gov.ua/static/lib_web/partners.html 

 

• National Libraries 
• State Scientific Libraries  
• Book Chamber of Ukraine 
• Regional (Oblast) Universal Libraries 
• Information Centers  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ukrainian parliament since its renaissance as a democratically elected parliament in 1991 has partnered with several libraries and information centers and these are list on the Verkhovna Rada Library service webpagehttp://lib.rada.gov.ua/static/lib_web/partners.htmlNational LibrariesState Scientific Libraries Book Chamber of UkraineRegional (Oblast) Universal LibrariesInformation Centers CRS in 1994 to 1996 worked with the VR services and the most significant lasting legacy of that cooperation was the excellent IT infrastructure and web information that exists to this day



National Parliamentary Library of 
Ukraine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most signficant partnerships is with the National Parliamentary Library, which is actually not in parliament, but is a significant national public library under the Ministry of Culture System.



Division for Information Services 
to the Verkhovna Rada of 

Ukraine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Division for Information Services to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukrainehas benefitted from several international partners, but the most important was the Canadian International Development Agency, which helped to establish the Canada Ukraine Parliamentary Resource CenterIt importantly provided access to international research for MPsIt has a data base they maintain called „Politics and Politicians in the Mirror of the Press“ which they use to provide feedback to MPs but it is also on their websitehttp://nplu.org/article.php?id=2 - There is also other national and international databases that they use for basic research an to create subject bibliographies which they also offer to MPSAnd this service is described as well on their site: http://nplu.org/struct.php?id=1�  ��



  
International Library/Research 

Networking 
EU Information Support 

for Public Policy and 
Legislative Development 

US Embassy Information Research 
Service and Library Development 
Programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many Embassies and International organizations provide both library networks and parliamentary libraries with support for research, reference, internet access, equipment, training, exchange opportunities.This is an example of the European Information Support Centre that was created by joint US and European parliamentary support projects. It was suspended when our project ended last year, but my understanding is that it proved its value and the concept is now being revived.



2009: Citizen Access Points 
Civic Awareness through Libraries 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My main example of library cooepration with parliament, however is a project introduced in 2009 under our USAID Parliamentary Development Project in Ukraine call Citizen Access Points or CAPsAt first, the project had identified possible partners for CAPs but in the process of discussions on how to administer the project, it was decided that a grant competition might be a better way to solicit participation and might also serve as a signal to the civil society community about this initiative. In February 2009, the project issued an announcement of a grant competition to create Citizen Access Points (CAPs). In response to this announcement, PDP II received 9 applications from Ukrainian NGOs and government organizations. A panel of representatives from international partner organizations and Ukrainian government counterparts (the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the President of Ukraine) reviewed and discussed the applications received. As a result of their deliberations, the committee recommended the Ukrainian Library Association (ULA) implement the first phases of the project to establish information points in community centers with internet facilities freely accessible to the public.  



http://govinfolibrary.
wordpress.com/ 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ukrainian Library Association was established in 1995 as a Ukrainian NGO. It has membership from throughout Ukraine among public, academic, youth, school and special libraries. The public library system in Ukraine is designed to provide collection development assistance and professional development opportunities through the 27 oblast level libraries coordinated out of the public library in Kyiv known as the National Parliamentary Library of Ukraine (though it is under the authority of the Ministry of Culture of Ukraine, not the parliament). There is also a State Academy for Management of Culture and the Arts providing continuing education to librarians in Ukraine.The proposal that the Association submitted included the components that the project had envisioned initially, but included as well a proposal to develop a long-term training plan to include government documents librarianship and training as a regular part of the library school curriculum and continuing professional development.The ULA helped to create a network theme and promoted the idea of CAPs through a blog, and later through Facebook and Twitter



Expansion of the CAPs Network 
• Regional training 
• Exponential Growth of 

CAPs sites 
• ToT for Citizen Access 

Training Programs 
• Cooperation with 

schools and NGOs, 
Media Centers 

• Library School Course  
• Librarians Continued 

Education Training 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the Gates Foundation the orignially envisioned network of six regional training libraries to conduct training to broaden the network of libraries to smaller communities that can provide the public with this increased access expanded to all 26 oblasts.PDP II worked with CAPs trainees to participate in a “training of trainers” for a training developed by the project on Citizen Access to the Legislative Process which promotes more effective citizen feedback to legislative and policy proposals. Another outcome of the grant competition was the suggestion that another organization which had applied for the project could work with the ULA to develop a program oriented specifically for seniors and disabled who are particularly active in political processes in Ukraine.The experience of these libraries was captured to create the professional training module for continuing education of librarians in Ukraine through the State Academy for Management of Culture and the Arts and for a library school training course



944 CAPs Libraries 
June 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original idea of having 26 or even 50 libraries in the network was met within the first year. Now we are in the fifth year, and the network continues to grow with nearly 1000 libraries in June 2014



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The network continues to grow  and different communication avenues help the libraries to exchange information on how they are informing their citizens  whether through electronic means as originally envisioned, or through building paper collections, or having consultation services, or programs for youth engagementhttps://www.facebook.com/pages/%D0%9C%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B6%D0%B0-%D0%9F%D0%94%D0%93/358559724165769 



Parliamentary Staff Link with Libraries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not only libraries that are discovering how they can enhance citizen participation, but also parliamantary staff  discover the potential of libraries as partners for their information gathering, and public events.May 27 2012 – Staff of the Verkhovna Rada Committee on Culture serve as members of the jury to evaluate library innovation at the 2nd National Library Fair held in Kyiv in 2012 by the Ukrainian Library Association with the sponsorship of the USAID Parliamentary Development Project, the Gates Foundation Global Libraries project “Bibliomist” and the US Embassy Public Diplomacy Office 



RESULTS? 
• Established a partnership & 

dialog  of information 
professionals with 
government/parliament 

• Increased accessibility to 
parliamentary and government 
information 

• Improved the quality of 
parliamentary information and 
its presentation 

• Effective engagement of 
informed citizens in legislative 
processes 

• Network of librarians who 
understand and promote 
parliamentary and government 
information 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the efforts of the Government of Ukraine and the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine must be applauded, it is not enough to have great government informational resources if they are not widely promoted and the public is not oriented how to use them effectively. The goal of CAPs is to establish a partnership and dialog between information professionals who are at the core of their communities throughout Ukraine and those in the capital who are working to create and maintain accessible government information in the digital age. This partnership of those who produce and those who use this information will hopefully ensure that they are engaged effectively in the legislative and policy-making process. 



HAYASTAN / ARMENIA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly in Armenia, we found a parliamentary librarian who knew how to reach out to public and academic libraries for cooperation.This included cooperation in building a library catalog but also with extensive interlibrary loan agreements.But it also extended to public outreach  a great example of which is depicted hereJune 1 2014 - Open Doors Day in the National Assembly on the International Day of the Child!01.06.2014Continuing the formed good tradition on June 1 the doors of the National Assembly Park were again opened. On the occasion of International Day for Protection of Children a series of fun activities for kids was organized in the territory of the National Assembly.The holiday was mixed with the characters of beloved cartoons, with fairy train and numerous game amusements, episodes from different puppet performances were shown for the children.A festive concert took place with performances of the beloved Armenian singershttp://www.parliament.am/news.php?cat_id=2&NewsID=6647&year=2014&month=06&day=01&lang=eng I can only guess that the fact that the parliamentary librarian was previously the head of the childrens library had something to do with embracing the connection with youngest citizens at this event! And through them to have a connection with their parents.



PAKISTAN INSTITUTE FOR 
PARLIAMENTARY SERVICES 

• Training 
• Research 
• Informational and Support Services 
• Resource Centers 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services was originally conceived of as a Training Institute, but thanks to the input of the Steering Committee composed of both Treasury Bench and Opposition members, the PIPS was envisioned to serve also as a source for research and informational support. This was largely because the parliamentary services in Pakistan were struggling to serve a fully empowered legislature.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In late 2008 the law on PIPS was passed and in May 2012 the new building was inaugurated.   http://www.pips.org.pk/PIPSServices.htm 



Cooperative and Collaborative 
Pakistan Parliamentary Library 

Network 
• Library Automation – Catalogues 
• Digitization 
• ILO 

• Journals 
• Newspapers 
• Legislative Records 

• Conferences 
• APLAP 
• IFLA 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cooperation of the parliaments with the Pakistan library community were at several levels Most significantly through the customization of KOHA for a library catalog and training of parliamentary library staff on its use.There were also some parliamentary library digitization projects, interlibrary loan and conference participation and sharing of experience between parliamentary libraries and academic librarians which led also to the availability of digital research collections for the parliamentary librariesWe also worked with the library school and recruited library students to help conduct an inventory of the Senate library prior to the hiring of a professional librarian to head that library in 2010.Library Automation – CataloguesDigitizationILOJournalsNewspapersLegislative RecordsConferencesAPLAPIFLA



 
INFORMATION SERVICES 

 
RESEARCH SERVICES 

 
CAPACITY BUILDING AND SKILL 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES 

 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 

 
RESOURCE CENTER MANAGEMENT 

 
PUBLIC-OUTREACH PROGRAM 

 
COMMITTEE-RELATED SERVICES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PIPS has commenced an outreach program where we have organise regularly Constitution day, Democracy Day and Pakistan Days engaging around 150 students from universities to have an interaction with MPs in addition to speech contests on themes like Constitutionalism, democracy, etc ��They also reinstate short term internships in 2012 offering annually a selected group of 25 students from different disciplines to work in our wings for 8 weeks and we give them orientation on Parliament and a stipend. ��In addition PIPS has a youth guide ...Discover the Parliament … that has been disseminated among college and university students. They are also planning a Parliamentary FM radio. They are also planning to have a Parliamentary Bus which can go school to school for road shows on democracy that is yet to materialise so meanwhile PIPS team has started seminars in educational institutions. ���

http://www.pips.org.pk/INFORMATIONSERVICES.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/RESEARCHSERVICES.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/Capacity%20Building%20and%20Skill%20Development%20Services.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/Capacity%20Building%20and%20Skill%20Development%20Services.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/LEGISLATIVESERVICES.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/INTERNSHIPPROGRAM.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/RESOURCECENTRE.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/PUBLICAWARENESS.htm
http://www.pips.org.pk/COMMITTEESERVICES.htm


Bangladesh Parliament 
• BRAC University Library team  

• Legislative document repository system 

• Parliamentary Library of Bangladesh   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that brings us to the fourth country example  which is Bangladesh where a signicant cooperation has taken place with the BRAC University Library team to develop a Legislative document repository system which will be housed and managed in the future by the Parliamentary Library of Bangladesh  



Parliamentary Libraries Promote 
Citizen Education 

Members must communicate the strength 
of the Assembly 
Provide information on a timely basis. 
Make information available to schools 
about the Assembly 
Show Citizens how they can participate in 
the process 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The library is also at the forefront of an effort to Show Citizens they can Participate in the ProcessDevelop materials on how citizens can contact their Member of the ParliamentDevelop materials that explain the parliament process and procedures for making laws and overseeing government.Provide opportunities for citizens to meet their members of the parliament.



Provide Information to Schools 

• Work with educators to develop 
curriculum and teaching materials 
about the parliament for various 
grade levels 

• Invite schools to visit the parliament 
• Develop on-line programs that 

describe government and the 
parliament 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bangladesh Parliament School program is a way to extend the reach of parliament to remote regions and engages MPs in this outreach work. The Library remains a hub for this program within parliament.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Autonomous Republic of Crimea  Supreme Council in Ukraine also launched a public outreach project through its Information Services Center and reached a significant number of school children in a very short period of time. They continue this program through today.

http://lib.rada.gov.ua/static/excursion/excursion.html


SPICE: Scottish Parliament Information Centre 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to acknowledge in the context of these four projects, inspiration and examples gained through the IFLA network from other parliamentsServices: SPICe provides access to responses to Scottish Parliament committee inquiries, members' bills and documents relating to parliamentary questions. SPICe deals with enquiries from Members of the Scottish Parliament (MSPs), MSPs' staff and Parliament staff only. Members of the public who have enquiries about the Scottish Parliament should contact Public Information at the Scottish Parliament.http://www.youredinburgh.info/kb5/edinburgh/cd/organisation.page?id=ccr_KL6eZsg They provide selected Parliament publications to their  Partner Library Network.�They also compile a bibliography of Scottish Parliament publications which is available on the Scottish Parliament website here: http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/corporate/bibliographies/index.htmSWOP Directory - Scottish Law Commission – Library  http://www.lib.gla.ac.uk/swop/directory/spice.html Scottish Parliament Information CentreThe Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe) provides research, information, library and documentation services to the Scottish Parliament. There are two teams: Research Services, and Information Services. The Research Services team:provides impartial, accurate and timely advice and briefings, mainly on devolved subject areas, to the Parliament’s Committees, to individual MSPs, to their staff and to other offices within the Parliamentcommissions research required by CommitteesThe Information Services team: answers reference enquiries on all subjects from MSPs, their staff and the Parliament's staff, provides electronic and printed information services to MSPsmaintains a collection of both printed and electronic material relevant to the Parliamentmanages the Dewar Collectionmmhttp://www.scottish.parliament.uk/abouttheparliament/25888.aspx#SPICe 



Swedish Parliamentary Corners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Riksdag Library has a special arrangement with the public city libraries in four major cities for a RiksdaghÖrnan  or “Parliamentary Corner” which is jointly funded by parliament and the public library. Informational brochures prepared by the parliament are available – on the last session, the gazette of the Riksdag is available and a special corner is devoted to issues about women’s engagement in the political processGoteborg RiksdaghÖrnan has a computer with guides where to find important information on the parliament’s website�Informational brochures on current policy topics – law on alcohol advertising, for example – as well as on processes and procedures are prepared by the Riksdag Informational Department and made available at the corners.�Brochures prepared by the Riksdag with the members of parliament assigned to represent that city are on display and offered to the publicThere are other countries that have similar programs to that of the Riksdag The Parliament of New Zealand has  program where the Parliamentary Library travels to different locations through New Zealand to work with public and academic librarians to help them understand the work of parliament and better serve their clients regarding parliamentary informationThe Scottish parliaments teams up with the Scottish Librarians to disseminate information about parliament and also conducts training for librarians on government and parliamentary information.The British parliament is engaged in a huge effort to increase public knowledge of parliament and how it works as well as Chile which is a leader in using social media to connect with citizens – both through libraries and directlyMany countries provide public outreach through parliamentary library and research services, through special civic education programs on websites, to engaging regional librarians as partners



Goteborg RiksdaghÖrnan 
The Parliament provide the banner  which “brands” the corner. The small meeting space allows for one-on-one and small group 

meetings of members of parliament with the public.  The library organizes debates in the library area – as many of 200 people will 
sometimes attend the debate. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Parliament provide the banner  which “brands” the corner. The small meeting space allows for one-on-one and small group meetings of members of parliament with the public.  The library organizes debates in the library area – as many of 200 people will sometimes attend the debate.Each Parliamentary Corner has two librarians designated to serve at the corner on rotation. They are invited twice a year to parliament for trainings and briefings (their library pays their travel and the Riksdag pays the costs for the participants in Stockholm.  They communicate between themselves about activities and plans and new discoveries about parliamentary information.



Swedish Parliamentary Library Outreach 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Parliamentary Information Center in Stockholm includes information from factions and civic education materials



CENTRALIZED LIBRARY SERVICES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year when hosted by the Singapore Parliamentary Library, we learned that the parliamentary library services are provided by the National Library Board – as are all the government library services. So the network of library sharing and administration goes beyond relationships – it IS.  in fact, the library administrative system



Engaging Citizens in Parliament 
through library cooperation 

Thank You! 

Ellieval@aol.com 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I hope I have illustrated through these four examples, is that there are many ways to involve libraries and librarians in engaging citizens in parliament – both inside and outside the library. If you have questions or comments I welcome them today – or at my permanent home address:  Ellieval@aol.comThe artwork here is from Anatoliy Sumar exhibit at the National Museum of Ukrainian Art in Kyiv, July 2014

mailto:Ellieval@aol.com
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